SPARK! at the Wisconsin Historical Museum
Potsherd Activity
Using objects to spark conversation and build activities is a great way to engage the senses. In this activity, we use
broken pieces of pottery as a way to discuss archaeology, art-making, and to create art ourselves.
Supplies used:


Potsherds



Magnifying glasses



Paper



Pencils



Colored pencils



Optional: Clay, sand, shells, watercolor paper and
watercolor colored pencils

Part 1: Intro to Archaeology
Note: This is a good activity to do in groups of two.
Archaeologists and historians use objects like these potsherds to learn about the past. What might just seem like a
small or insignificant detail may actually provide important clues about the ways people lived. Take look at your
potsherd and make notes of the things you see on the blank sheet of paper. Look closely and note even the smallest
details. What material was used to make the sherd? What colors do you see? What patterns? What tools might have
been used to make the sherd or the patterns on it? Take a few minutes and then share your findings as a group.
Terms/Concepts to teach: Basics of archaeology, sherd, early pottery making techniques, provenience, tempering, slip;
Can use other sensory items, like clay, sand, shells if desired.
Other questions to discuss: Who might have used these pots? What were they used for? How did they get broken?
What might the different patterns on the pots tell us?
Part 2: A Look at Pottery
Show images of pots from the past and talk about their different shapes, patterns, potential uses, etc. (Search “Oneota
pottery” and “Woodland pottery” for good examples.)
Part 3: Put the Pot Together
Taking another piece of paper, draw what you imagine your pot may have looked like before it was broken. Was it a big
pot or a small one? Did the pattern on your sherd repeat all over or was it a mix of patterns and shapes? There is no
wrong answer. Participants can add a background to their image as well. It is a good idea to go through this step by
step—first, draw the outline of the shape of the pot, then decorate the pot, and finally add a background. Watercolor
colored pencils can be used for a different effect. At the end, have participants share their piece and the choices they
made if desired.





Forest Floors: Soil and Leaves: Mini lesson
The focus of this lesson is to look at the forest floor using your senses,
(Touch, sight, smell, and hearing).
Supplies:
-bin of soil
-bin of dried leaves/fresh leaves
-bin of rocks/sticks/moss
-hand shovel/cultivator
-magnifying lenses

-bin with box turtle (optional)
-photos of forests
-various books on soil, leaves, worms,
decomposers
-paper/pencils

Activity:
You will explore each bin up close using your senses and create a poem based on your
observations.
The forest floor is not just about what we feel underfoot, we may hear what is one the ground as
people/animals step on it, we may be able to smell what the ground is made of or covered with.
We can see the forest floor. We can explore the forest floor through our senses.
Soil bin – use hands or shovels/cultivators to comb through soil, use magnifying lenses to
examine soil, smell the soil.
Bin of dried/fresh leaves – use hands to feel leaves, smell the leaves, examine up close, try
crunching leaves and listening to the sounds made.
Bin of rocks/sticks/moss – pick up rocks/sticks/moss, tap rocks, bends sticks, what sounds do
you hear? How do the rocks/sticks/moss feel? What do the items smell like?
Box turtle bin – How does the turtle feel? What does it look like when it is in with all the forest
floor items?
As you are exploring each bin, write down some words that you would use to describe what you
are experiencing.
By yourself or with a partner, create a poem about the forest floor using the words that were
written down while you were exploring the different bins.

